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This study surveyed the opinions

of 39 experts in the field

through a combination of

quantitative questionnaires and a

series of one-to-one interviews.

All of our participants are

experts directly involved in

project management, from

companies with a Programme,

Project or Portfolio Management

Office (P3MO) or Project

Support Office (PSO).

We report striking findings that

contrast the shortcomings of

current practice with the

opportunities offered by a

modern, information technology

driven business environment.

Our findings suggest that while

there is a considerable drive to

introduce structured project

management, direct visibility of

projects within their larger

programmes becomes

increasingly obscured as

organisations grow and mature.

Executive Summary

Type “project management”

into an Internet search

engine and you will receive

in excess of 50 million

references. Modern project

management is used in

every vertical of business

and commerce, yet

organisations still have little

in common when it comes

to how they undertake

project management.
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!! Enhance visibility of  status and cost
Many organisations still have no data repository from which
to extract real-time progress reports on their ongoing
projects. Because of  this, they lack the necessary data to build
corporate dashboards, create informative management
overviews of  the status of  projects and have little visibility
of  their expenditure on the management of  projects. 

!! Improve measurement and knowledge capture
The performance of  projects is generally neither measured

or recorded, though in most cases this is possible. Managers

rarely share the results of  project performance reviews and

lessons learned are generally not captured and communicated

back to the organisation.

!! Consistent process increases performance
Companies frequently do not have consistent processes or

gateways across their organisation to manage projects.

Respondents have raised this as a point that would even

improve the performance of  the P3MO itself.

Our findings highlight three key opportunities



Large organisations invest
billions of  pounds on capital
projects yet very little is
collectively known as to why
projects so frequently fall short
of  expectations.  With a lack of
specific findings available, this
study was initiated to
independently review project
management support of  these
organisations.

Research published over 10 years
ago by The Standish Group
highlighted that one in three
projects exceed their scheduled
completion date and around half
go over budget.  What has
happened since then and are

these findings still true today?
How have senior executives and
project managers changed in
response to these findings?

For many organisations, part of
the solution has been to create
an internal department or team
that oversees the running and
performance of  capital projects.
For the purposes of  this report
we shall refer to a Portfolio-
Programme-Project
Management Office or P3MO.
Within this we encompass
functions whose various names
include Programme Office, Regional

and Program Support Office and the

Corporate Programme Office.

2 The remit and effectiveness of P3MO | About this Study
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Why Study the Project Office?



Older research showed that

one in three projects

exceed their scheduled

completion date and around

half go over budget.

We wanted to know

whether this was still true

today.

For this study to ensure a
common baseline of  project
management maturity we
selected only organisations that
had an identifiable, dedicated
P3MO which could be evaluated.
The number of  employees
working in the P3MOs of  our
participants varied from between
1 to 5 people and in many cases
they have additional support
personnel (see Exhibit 1).
Projects being overseen by the
P3MO usually varied from 20 to
50 with individual project values
ranging from £1 million to over 
£100 million.  The total capital
spend per project managed was
predominantly in the range 
£20 million to £100 million but
for a few of  those interviewed it
is well over £500 million. 
12 organisations identified that
they were undergoing a major
change in their approach to
project management.  

Q1   HOW MUCH OF THE

COST OF A PROJECT IS

SPENT ON PROJECT

MANAGEMENT? 

!! One area our research was

keen to address was to

examine the ‘typical’ cost of

managing a project as a

proportion of  total project

capital expenditure. 

!! Only two organisations

surveyed had made any

accurate assessment of  this

but in almost all interviews

the respondents attempted to

make an estimate. 

!! So how much is spent?  Most

respondents gave a figure of

project management cost

versus overall project cost

ranging from 20% to 25%.

Copyright © 2008.  All rights reserved.
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The Organisation, the P3MO

and the Project

How does a P3MO operate and
what sort of  companies setup a
P3MO?

All the P3MOs interviewed have
based their organisations’ project
management procedures around
PRINCE2, however all said they
have made additions, variations
and have used other techniques
to suit their specific corporate
requirements.   Governance plays
an increasingly importantly role
for many P3MO’s, especially if
their industry has specific
regulation, for example the 2004
Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

The P3MO and an assigned
project manager may run
projects jointly.  Usually actual
project management
responsibility is delegated to an
individual project manager with
varying degrees of  P3MO
involvement, depending on the
size of  a project. Key P3MO
responsibilities are therefore to
maintain and enhance
communications across the
organisation.   Many respondents
said that before the creation of
the P3MO, projects were often
managed in silos and that there
had been a complete lack of
communication between project
teams.

If  the P3MO is taking a central
role in communications, then

one of  its key deliverables must
be accurate and timely reporting.
Many P3MOs told us that they
produce a monthly summary
report, which includes updates
on areas such as: status of  key
performance indicators, staffing
issues, completion, financials and
timings.  The report may also
feature any other areas of  risk
where senior executive
involvement might be required.  

Some organisations had gone to
great lengths to provide carefully
devised and detailed project
management guides and
methodologies. These might
include: project tools, templates,
user guides and project lifecycle
parameters. Highlighting the
need for pragmatism and close
co-operation between project
managers and the project
management office, one P3MO
noted;

“It can be very frustrating
for the P3MO if, as is
often the case, huge
amounts of time is spent by
the P3MO preparing such
material, only for it to be
left un-used”

Many respondents said that

before the creation of the

P3MO, projects were often

managed in silos and there

was a complete lack of

communication between

project teams.



Q2   CAN WE MEASURE

THE VALUE OF THE

P3MO?

!! A high proportion of  the

P3MOs we spoke to told us

that they are looking to

change the way project

management is perceived

within their organisation. In

particular we learned that they

are endeavouring to provide a

more approachable access

point or ‘friendly face’ for

project management.  

!! When we asked the above

question, P3MOs could

quantify how they would

measure the cost of  a project

but not the management cost

of  the project. Surprisingly

few P3MOs talked about how

they review the success of  a

project and it appears that the

value of  a P3MO is neither

monitored nor measured

regularly.

Copyright © 2008.  All rights reserved.
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Can we measure the

P3MO value?  

YES

Were organisations

measuring and

monitoring this? 

NO



Project Management in

Practice

“Time, cost & quality,
pick any two.”

So runs the joke exchanged

amongst consultants.  But

how did P3MOs fare on

delivering projects to time

and budget? 

Not surprisingly there was a

wide variation in how

respondents answered this

question. A key determinant

of project delivery will of

course be the accuracy of the

estimating process and,

within these estimates,

whether possible room has

been made for time and

budget contingency. 

One has to be careful when
evaluating the success of  the
project management estimating
process. One organisation,
spending in excess of  £500
million per year, admitted that
10-15% of  projects go over time
and over budget. Another large
organisation was pleased to say
they had a 99% success rate but
acknowledged that in practice
many projects ran late as delays
were ‘accommodated’ under the
guise of  ‘scope change’.  Other
interviewees told us that project
management delivery needed not
only to involve setting and
monitoring targets for the
completion of  a project but also
ongoing continuous evaluation
of  what long-term benefit had or
had not been achieved.

What are the consequences of
failure to meet delivery dates and
budgets? One organisation told
us that senior executives lose
their jobs as a result of  projects
not completing on time.  Most
P3MOs we surveyed provide
their senior management with a
project progress report, on at
least a monthly basis. Some
P3MOs linked reduced
effectiveness with low levels of
Board involvement from their
own organisation. Surprisingly
though very few organisations
have any mechanism to provide a
management summary in real
time. The consequences of

failure thus do not feed through
into a current project.

A project is by definition a
temporary construct, with
members participating in
addition to their normal roles
within an organisation. In over
half  the organisations that were
interviewed, it was found the
P3MO uses some form of
external management
consultants or project
management consultants to
assist with internal capital
projects. One large organisation
told us that external consultants
currently run 50% of  projects. 

Q3   CAN A P3MO

IMPROVE PROJECT

PERFORMANCE?

!! The top 10 actions which

respondents thought would

improve P3MO performance

are listed below:
1. Use consistent project

management processes

2. Manage governance activities

3. Leverage project management
experience

4. Use common management &
reporting processes

5. Share knowledge & best practice

6. Provide advice & guidance

7. Have accurate knowledge of
project status

8. More effective risk management

9. Standardize cross department
processes

10. Have an approved business case
for each project

6 The remit and effectiveness of P3MO | Project Management in Practice
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Capital projects are complex by
nature. They typically involve
multiple levels of  management,
co-operating companies and
various departments within each,
frequently with conflicting
agendas.  A project team
therefore may be a large,
dispersed group who do not
consider the project their ‘day
job’. 

Many research participants felt
that project success is due largely
to the abilities of  individual
project managers rather than
systems or procedures.  P3MOs
on the other hand highlight the
relationship between success and
systems used by project
managers, with the P3MO acting
as a central pool for managing
processes, training, templates,
calling on resources and co-
ordination of  reporting. Our
findings reveal that no P3MO
judged itself  consistently
excellent across all areas. 

Some respondents argued that to
perform well, a project manager
does not necessarily need to have
extensive project management
experience, provided that
sufficiently skilled support exists.
The role of  the P3MO is
therefore to embed successful
methodology within an
organisation and support its use.

While most organisations are
intending to increase project

management training, they are
aware that the cost can be
prohibitive. One representative
organisation informed us that
project management training is
now an integral part of
employees’ career paths.

Q4   WHY IS THE P3MO

NOT MORE VISIBLE?

!! Reporting was a key area for

the P3MO to monitor closely

in conjunction with the

project manager. Many

respondents said that a

project initiated on the right

financial track, with ongoing

management, should enable

much of  the delivery to fall

into place.

!! Despite having project

management systems,

personnel, management tools,

financial reporting and other

software, many organisations

still have no mechanism to

hold a central database, data

repository or to report

progress of  their ongoing

projects in real time.  Because

of  this, there is no data on

which to build corporate

dashboards. Visibility is

possible through reporting

but not without an element

of  complexity, subjective

interpretation and a

substantial time lag from

reality to review.

The Project Office does

Deliver

Our respondants judged

themselves excellent in

single areas but authoritative

only in that field.

The remit and effectiveness of P3MO | The Project Office does Deliver  7



The aim is to understand how
organisations manage capital
projects and to learn how the
P3MO is deployed to improve
overall project management
efficiency.  The following key
research questions were asked
within each organisation:

1. What are the key criteria for

effective project

management?

2. What is the typical remit of  a

P3MO? 

3. How can we measure whether

a P3MO is providing value? 

4. To what extent should an

organisation use structured

methods such as

PRINCE2™?

5. What would empower the

project manager to improve

their own efficiency? 

6. What tools can help?

Further Research Questions:

!! What is the range of

functions (setting standards,

facilitating, training,

monitoring, administration,

compliance, etc)?

!! How big/small should it be? 

!! What kinds of  skills are

required?

!! Should it be responsible for

governance? If  so, how?

!! What do other P3MO

managers worry about? What

improvements are other

P3MO managers planning? 

!! What is the value of  a

P3MO? How can we measure

whether a P3MO is providing

value? 

!! Is our organisation doing the

right thing?

!! What are the key criteria for

effective project

management?

!! To what extent should an

organisation use structured

methods such as; MSP,

M_o_R, PRINCE2™ and Six

Sigma?

!! How much of  successful

project delivery is due to the

individual skill and aptitude

of  the project manager and

how much is down to

available project management

systems? 

Breaking down the Study

This study approached these

parts of the organisation:

39 organisations took part in a

quantitative on-line survey. Of

these, 22 were P3MO managers

and 17 used the services of a

P3MO. 

25 face-to-face interviews were

also conducted. Of these, 14

satisfied all the criteria for

inclusion in this study, 12 of which

were P3MO managers and 2 of

which used the services of a

P3MO.

8 The remit and effectiveness of P3MO | Breaking down the Study



THIS STUDY WAS INDEPENDENTLY COMMISSIONED

Project management specialists, Controlled Projects Ltd commissioned
independent research consultancy KyteMark Solutions Ltd to
undertake this study.

Kytemark Solutions

KyteMark Solutions Ltd specialises in

providing commercial research services

and market insight consultancy for a wide

range of SME and mid-sized organisations.

David Milnes

Director

www.kytemark.com

Controlled Projects Ltd

We manage Capital Projects & Change

Management Programmes for our clients

Ed Laccohee

Director

Edward@controlledprojects.com

Tel:  +44( 0)208 672 2289

www.controlledprojects.com

About the Sponsors
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

P3MO Titles

The most common name used is

“Programme Management

Office”, however, many people

still use PSO (16%) even though

it is clear that these organisations

do more than just project

support.

Number of people in a P3MO

!! The percentage of  contract

staff  used in the P3MO is

small (about 20%), but this

may increase during the initial

phases of  establishing a

P3MO

!! The average number of  staff

in a P3MO is [value is

expressed as cost of  portfolio

per annum]: 

 – 3 (<$1m), 4 (between $1m and

$10m), 

– 5 (between $10m and $100m) 

– 5.5 (above $100m) 

Services provided by the

P3MO

!! The biggest gaps between

how important it is to provide

services against capability of

delivering them were

identified to be in the areas

of: 
– Risk management

– Data analysis and reporting

– Planning & scheduling

– Change control

– Sharing lessons learned

– Portfolio management

!! Even though sharing lessons

learned was perceived to be a

one of  the major factors

capping delivery, it is very

encouraging to see that this is

provided by most P3MOs.

!! It is a matter of  some

concern that Configuration

Management (32%) and

Change Control (42%) appear

not to provided by the

majority of  P3MOs. 

Improving Performance

!! The top 10 items which

respondents thought would

improve P3MO performance

most are listed below:
1. Use consistent project

management processes

2. Manage governance activities

3. Leverage project management
experience

4. Use common management &
reporting processes

5. Share knowledge & best practice

6. Provide advice & guidance

7. Have accurate knowledge of
project status

8. More effective risk management

9. Standardize cross department
processes

10. Have an approved business case
for each project

Part II

Online Survey Findings
(Quantitative Research)

10 The remit and effectiveness of P3MO | Online Survey Findings



QUANTITATIVE ONLINE

RESEARCH RESULTS AND

ANALYSIS 

What is in a name?

A wide range of  names are used
to describe the programme,
project or portfolio management
function within organisations,
however a few themes emerge.
Of  the responses:

!! 29 have “programme” in the

name

!! 21 have “project” in the name

!! Only 4 have “portfolio” in

the name

The most common name used
was “Programme Management
Office” followed by
“Programme Office” covering
47% of  the responses.  “Project
Support Office” is still common

(16%), and the same percentage
used the name “Project/
Programme Management Centre
of  Excellence”.  Some of  the
specialist names used were:

!! Capital Projects Group

!! Office of  Change

Programmes

!! Corporate Programme Office

Location & Distribution

The majority (66%) of
respondents were from the UK
and were distributed as seen in
Exhibit 2.

Interestingly, 58% of  all P3MOs
reside in multiple locations
making remote working a
necessity.

25
6

4

1 2

UK

Europe 
(excluding UK)

Middle East &
Africa

USA & Canada

Asia Pacific

Exhibit 2:  Geographic Distribution
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Our respondents were
distributed across a wide variety
of  industries:

Number of people in a P3MO

The average number of  people
in a P3MO is 4.0. A break down
by the total value of  the projects
and programmes expressed in
terms of  cost per annum is
shown in Exhibit 3.

The response distribution is
shown in Exhibit 4.

It is worth observing that there
seems to be an anomaly in the
response data, since the overall
distribution would be expected
to be “normal” rather than
“binomial”. 

How good is my P3MO?

P3MO Managers were asked to
rate how important each of  the
following services is.  The top 5
were identified as:

1. Planning & scheduling

2. Risk management

3. Advice & guidance

4. Data analysis & reporting

5. Escalation & resolution

The P3MO Managers were then
asked to rate how well they did at
providing these services.  The
top 5 were identified as:

1. Advice & guidance

2. Developing standards

3. Administration

4. Escalation & resolution

5. Project control

The biggest gaps between how
important services were and how
well they were provided are:

1. Risk management

2. Data analysis & reporting

3. Planning & scheduling

4= Change control

4= Sharing lessons learned

4=  Portfolio management 

The 6 areas of  weakness
identified for most P3MOs are:

!! Project Accounting

!! Change control

!! Recruiting

!! Technical assurance

!! Procurement

!! Resource management and

capacity planning

The smallest gaps between how
important services were and how
well they were provided for are:

!! Procurement [marked as very

low importance]

!! Recruiting [marked as very

low importance]

!! Technical assurance [marked

as very low importance]

!! Administration 

!! Configuration management

1Higher Education

1Defence

1Retail, Travel & Leisure

1FMCG

2Non-departmental public body

3Not-for-profit organisations

3Consultancy

4Local Government

4IT & Telecoms

4Healthcare & pharmaceuticals

4Energy & Utilities

5Financial Services

5Central Government
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What should the P3MO be

focussed on achieving?

People who are NOT managers
of  a P3MO (either users of
P3MO services, or those who
work within a P3MO) said that
the P3MO should be focused on
the given items in the following
order:

Those who manage the P3MO
gave slightly different responses,
perhaps reflecting an increased
focus on organisational 
policy and political issues:

Some of  the responses given for
“Other” included:

!! Understand and communicate

risks

!! Benefits realisation

!! Work with other process

owners / quality personnel

!! Better and more informed

decision making regarding

projects from conception to

delivery

!! Portfolio governance with

accountability

!! Update the project model

activities, events and

deliverables with lessons

learned

Create a community of practice7

Other6

Manage the portfolio5

Improve organisational maturity4

Better alignment with business 
functional areas (e.g. HR, 
Finance, etc)

3

Establish Common Standards2

Increase project success rate1

Improve organisational maturity7

Better alignment with business 
functional areas (e.g. HR, 
Finance, etc)

6

Increase project success rate5

Other4

Manage the portfolio3

Create a community of practice2

Establish Common Standards1

14 The remit and effectiveness of P3MO | Online Survey Findings
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In what area does the P3MO

operate?

The percentage of  P3MOs
providing these services is listed
below:

It is very encouraging to see that
“Sharing lessons learned” is
provided by most P3MOs,
however, it is very worrying to
see that “Configuration
management” and “Change
control” is not provided by very
many P3MOs; maybe they think

this is the responsibility of  the Project

Manager?

How to improve P3MO

Performance?
Respondents were asked to score
list items that they considered to
affect most the performance of
the P3MO in six topic areas.  

Increase project success rate by:

!! More effective risk

management

!! Have an approved business

case for each project

!! Engage with key stakeholders

Improve organisational maturity by:

!! Manage governance activities

!! Share knowledge and best

practice

!! Instigate formal structured

reviews

Establish common standards by:

!! Use consistent project

management processes

!! Implement and maintain tools

!! Clearly define criteria for

reporting project status

Better alignment with business

functions by:

!! Use common management &

reporting processes

!! Standardize cross

departmental processes

!! Improve business integration

Create a community of  practice by:

!! Leverage project management

experience

!! Provide advice & guidance

!! Provide training & mentoring

16%Recruiting

18%Procurement

24%Technical assurance

32%Configuration Management

42%Change Control

45%Developing people

45%Project accounting

47%Escalation & resolution

50%Benefits management

50%Quality Management

53%Strategic oversight, assurance 
& scrutiny

53%Data analysis & reporting

55%Resource management & 
capacity planning

55%Communications

58%Developing standards

61%Administration

63%Advice & Guidance

66%Portfolio management

66%Risk Management

68%Sharing lessons learned

68%Project control

68%Planning & scheduling



14%

72%

14%

Very effective Normal Ineffective

Exhibit 5:  Effectiveness of the P3MO
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Manage the portfolio by:

!! Have accurate knowledge of

project status

!! Consolidate reporting of

information

!! Identify high-risk activities

Top 10 things to focus on
(according to respondents):

1. Use consistent project

management processes

2. Manage governance activities

3. Leverage project

management experience

4. Use common management &

reporting processes

5. Share knowledge & best

practice

6. Provide advice & guidance

7. Have accurate knowledge of

project status

8. More effective risk

management

9. Standardize cross department

processes

10. Have an approved business

case for each project

How effective is the P3MO

Respondents were asked to rate
how effective they thought their
P3MO was (see Exhibit 5).

Issues giving most concern

The following items gave people
cause for concern:

!! Strategic planning,

management understanding

what value the P3MO can

really provide rather than

seeing it as a

reporting/control function

!! There is a perception that the

staff  of  the P3MO don’t

understand the mandate of

the office

!! Company culture

!! Newly set up Programme

Office - still implementing

standard processes and



procedures

!! Lack of  ability to add value

due to  lack of  resources and

systems  focus being taken

from maturing organisation

to management of  project

activity

!! Lack of  resource to service all

the projects in progress; not

seen as an integral cost issue

!! Shortage of  capacity based on

the expectations and demands

made

!! At times the 'process' itself  is

given greater importance than

the objective of  the process.

!! We are only newly established

but growing slowly in

maturity - we operate in a low

maturity organisation

!! Changing the culture of  the

organisation to accept

standards

!! Low level of  maturity and

perceived value

!! Resource management,

project identification

!! We are on the rise and

defining many of  the

processes on the fly - along

with developing the project

model and improving our

relationship with the business

!! Process of  stage reviews by

SRO's

!! Just being expanded to

become a joint P3MO with

the supplier to the contract.

!! Selling our wares to the rest

of  the organisation & making

them actively use our

experience & knowledge

!! Trying to roll out company

standards to a company that

has never done anything in a

standard way

!! Language problem, very low

maturity of  PM though they

are PMI certified

!! Ineffective decision-making

of  Senior Management

!! Ineffective Contract

Management

!! Lack of  single ‘Change

Activity’ view

!! Governance arrangements 

!! Benefits realisation  

!! Programme Risk Register 

!! Role specific training  

The remit and effectiveness of P3MO | Online Survey Findings  17
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RESEARCH DESIGN: AN

EXPLORATORY,

QUANTITATIVE AND

QUALITATIVE APPROACH

The research endeavoured to
gain the benefit of  using both
quantitative and qualitative
research. 

The quantitative element looked
to provide some headline facts
and figures of  how the P3MO
operates and it was undertaken
using an on-line survey.  

Whilst the sample size is not
sufficient to provide statistically
proven conclusions, given the
framework of  the research is
exploratory, it provides some
clear trends and themes. 

A qualitative approach was also
chosen because the program was
particularly concerned with
getting ‘below the surface’ and
gaining an in-depth
understanding of  how the
P3MO operates.   It hoped to
ascertain the extent of  the
P3MO’s hopes and concerns,
and also provide the opportunity
to uncover any areas not covered
by the framework provided in
the quantitative survey.

PROSPECT SAMPLING

39 people took part in the
quantitative on-line survey and
of  these, 22 were P3MO

managers and 17 used the
services of  a P3MO.

For the qualitative research, 14
face-to-face interviews of
typically one hour in length were
conducted and of  these, 12 were
with P3MO managers and 2
used the services of  a P3MO.
The importance of  project
management applies equally to
all industry sectors, including
public and non-profit
organisations and therefore no
effort was made to target one
sector.  Specific industry trends
which became apparent through
the research have been reported. 
The research investigated
companies from capital
expenditure in excess of  five
million pounds rising in some
cases to many hundreds of
millions of  pounds.  

RESEARCH

METHODOLOGY

Qualitative Face-to-face

Interviews

Research prospects were sourced
from contacts who had attended
project management seminars.
No specific or purposely biased
selection criteria was used. The
sample may not be representative
of  all P3MO’s, although the
sample size is significant and
therefore the authors suggest
that the research findings
provide a fair empirical reflection

Part III

Research Design and Research

Target Audience
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of  typical P3MO’s. 

Interviews used predominantly
open ended and non-directive
questions.  These were presented
in a ‘semi-structured’ manner to
cover all research objectives as
previously described.

Questions can be found in
Appendix I – Qualitative Research

Questions
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General
1. What current project management

systems do you currently have in
place and are these based on any
standard system such as; MSP,
M_o_R, PRINCE2™ and Six
Sigma? ‘(S)’

2. Which parts of  Prince do/don't you
use / find to be effective?

3. Who within the organisation pays
for the P3MO? By project or from
central funding?

4. Which types of  projects are most
problematic and why? 

5. Are any particular systems or
different processes used on any
individual projects?

6. If  your organisation has a P3MO,
when and how do they get
involved?

7. What is the typical geographical
spread / # of  sites for a project?

Project Planning
8. How are time and budget estimates

made? 
9. Which tools are used for planning

projects?
10. What is used for managing projects?  
11. In percentage terms, typically how

accurate is the estimating process?
‘(S)’

12. As a percentage figure, typically
how much time and cost
contingency is normally
incorporated into project planning?
‘(S)’

Ongoing Project Reporting 
13. During a project, how is progress

monitored and reported upon?
14. How much planning and progress

reporting is electronically held and
in real time? 

15. How long do P3MO's wait for PM
update reports? 

16. In percentage terms, how much
planning and progress reporting is
centrally managed? ‘(S)’ 

17. What type of  prioritisation is used
for defining key project
deliverables?

Measurement and Delivery
18. How is project success reviewed

and measured –does it include
opportunity cost?  

19. What is the impact of  projects
running late and/or missing
budget?

20. Does this assessment include the
wider benefits gained by the project
now being completed or the
opportunity cost of  the project
being late?

21. Is the project management cost
measured, as a percentage of  the
overall project cost?  And if  so,
typically how much is the
percentage? ‘(S)’ (Was this guessed
or measured).

Professional Project Management

Input
22. How much of  successful project

delivery is due to the individual
skill/aptitude of  the project
manager and how much is down to
available project management
systems? 

23. How much experience do individual
project managers typically have?

24. What advantages / disadvantages
do you see by having some
mechanism for centralising project
management? 

25. What would empower the project
manager/P3MO to improve their
own efficiency?

Governance
26. What is your understanding of

governance? 
27. How does governance impact

projects within your organisation? 

External Influence
28. Do you use any externally supplied

project management systems? ‘(S)’
29. How are external stakeholders

incorporated into project planning?
30. Do you use any external

consultants? ‘(S)’

Appendix 1

P3MO Qualitative Research Questions
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Appendix 2

P3MO Quantitative Research Questions
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Q1 Are you the manager of a P3MO Yes
No

Q2 What do you call the P3MO Programme Office
Project Office
Project Support Office (PSO)
Programme Management Office (PMO)
Project Assurance Office (PAO)
Centre of Excellence (COE) for Project and 
Programme Management
Other [name]

Q3 What is the primary industry sector of your business Financial Services
Retail, Travel & Leisure
Energy & Utilities
Automotive
Defence
Central Government
Local Government
Healthcare & pharmaceticals
IT & Telecoms
Not-for-profit organisation
Other [name]

Q4 What is the location of your business headquarters UK
Europe (excluding UK)
Middle East & Africa
US & Canada
Asia Pacific
Americas

Q5 [only asked if Q1 was YES]
Q5a How many people are there in your P3MO <number>
Q5b How many of them are permanent staff <number> [- less than or equal to Q5a!]
Q5c Is your P3MO in a single location or in multiple locations Single/Multiple

Q5d
What is the total value (expressed in terms of cost per annum) for the 
projects, programmes and portfolios within your P3MO Up to $1m; $1m - $10m; $10m - $100m; Over $100m

Q5e
What communication methods do you use between members of the 
P3MO [free text]

Q5f
How important are the following PMO Services that you may be 
providing? VH H N L VL
[mark each one VL, L, N, H, VH] Planning & scheduling
Very Low to Very High Configuration Management

Communications
Risk Management
Quality Management
Project control
Resource management & capacity planning
Data analysis & reporting
Change Control
Escalation & resolution
Administration
Advice & Guidance
Developing standards
Project accounting
Recruiting
Technical assurance
Procurement
Benefits management
Strategic oversight, assurance & scrutiny
Developing people
Sharing lessons learned
Portfolio management
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P3MO Quantitative Research Questions

Q6 What is the primary reason for establishing a P3MO, is it: Improve customer satisfaction
[choose only one] Improve Return on Investment

Other [name it]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Q7
In order of preference, please rank what you would want your 
P3MO to focus on. Improve organisational maturity

[Mark each entry 1 to 7 with no duplicates] Establish common standards

Increase project success rate

Better alignment with business functional areas (e.g. HR, 
Finance, etc)

Create a community of practice

Manage the portfolio

Other [name it]

Q8
Assuming that you are part of a P3MO, or use the services of a 
P3MO, in which area does it operate? [mark each area with a tick]

Planning & scheduling
Configuration Management
Communications
Risk Management
Quality Management
Project control
Resource management & capacity planning
Data analysis & reporting
Change Control
Escalation & resolution
Administration
Advice & Guidance
Developing standards
Project accounting
Recruiting
Technical assurance
Procurement
Benefits management
Strategic oversight, assurance & scrutiny
Developing people
Sharing lessons learned
Portfolio management

Q5g How well does your P3MO do at providing these services? VH H N L VL
[mark each one VP, P, N, G, VG] Planning & scheduling
Very Poor to Very Good Configuration Management

Communications
Risk Management
Quality Management
Project control
Resource management & capacity planning
Data analysis & reporting
Change Control
Escalation & resolution
Administration
Advice & Guidance
Developing standards
Project accounting
Recruiting
Technical assurance
Procurement
Benefits management
Strategic oversight, assurance & scrutiny
Developing people
Sharing lessons learned
Portfolio management
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Appendix 2

P3MO Quantitative Research Questions

Q9 The following are a list of statements that might help with increasing project success rate. Have tighter change control
More effective risk management
More effective communications
Have an approved business case for each project
Provide timely status information
Ensure the customer's business is understood
Better management of requirements
Engage with key stakeholders
None of the above

Q10 The following are a list of statements that might help with improving organisational maturity. Coordinate quality assurance activities
Conduct an audit program
Measure maturity of the organisation
Manage governance activities
Instigate formal structured reviews
Share knowledge and best practice
Better management of 3rd parties
Use competency assessments
None of the above

Q11 The following are a list of statements that might help with establishing common standards. Use consistent project management processes
Develop & rollout standard methods
Implement and maintain tools
Use a common data repository
Set quality management standards
Establish common process for escalation & resolution
Ensure consistent access to decision makers
Clearly defined criteria for reporting project status
None of the above

Q12 The following are a list of statements that might help with achieving better alignment with business functions. Standardize cross departmental processes
Improve cross-departmental lines of communication
Use common management & reporting processes
Use common procurement processes
Improve contract administration
Use common HR processes
Use common finance processes
Improve business integration
None of the above

Q13 The following are a list of statements that might help with creating a community of practice. Establish a cross-departmental reward system
Leverage project management experience
Provide advice & guidance
Provide training & development
Provide mentoring & coaching
Create a library of reference material
Manage a repository of examples
Conduct peer reviews
None of the above

Q14 The following are a list of statements that might help with managing a portfolio. Trending and common-cause analysis of data
Identification of high-risk activities
Accurate knowledge of project status
Accurate metrics from which to make decisions
Understand project dependencies
Consolidated reporting of information
Better management of cost
Understand whether business objectives have been 
achieved
None of the above

Note:  [Allocate points for each item to show either the amount of effort your P3MO spends in each area, or the amount of effort you would expect it to spend in each area. The 
total number of points MUST add up to 100]

Q15 How effective is your P3MO Very effective 4
[choose one from the list] 3

Normal 2
1

Ineffective 0

Q16

What aspects of your P3MO is giving you most concerns today?

<Free text>




